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ABSTRACT: Multicomponent low molecular weight gels are
useful for a range of applications. However, when mixing two
components, both of which can independently form a gel,
there are many potential scenarios. There is a limited
understanding as to how to control and direct the assembly.
Here, we focus on a pH-triggered two-component system. At
high pH, colloidal structures are formed, and there is a degree of mixing of the two gelators. As the pH is decreased, there is a
complex situation, where one gelator directs the assembly in a “sergeants and soldiers” manner. The second gelator is not fully
incorporated, and the remainder forms an independent network. The result is that there is a nonlinear dependence on the ﬁnal
mechanical properties of the gels, with the storage or loss modulus being very dependent on the absolute ratio of the two
components in the system.

■

INTRODUCTION
Low molecular weight gels have been used for a wide range of
applications, including directing cell growth, optoelectronics,
and controlled release.1−7 Most commonly, a single low
molecular weight gelator (LMWG) is used to form the
network. However, there is increasing interest in using
multicomponent networks. 8−25 Multicomponent self-assembled gels are a method of increasing the complexity, tuning
the properties, and possibly information content into a
network.26−32 However, little is known about what properties
are possible. For example, it is clear that mixing two gelators,
both of which can independently lead to a gel network, can lead
to either self-sorted or intimately mixed structures (Figure
1).8,9,22 The properties of the ﬁnal gel will be controlled by the
properties of the ﬁbers that give rise to the network as well as
how the ﬁbers entangle or cross-link and how the ﬁbers are
distributed in space. Linking the gel properties to network type
is not well understood for even single-component systems.
There are very few reports where this is considered for
multicomponent systems. Indeed, as one example, the
observation that a multicomponent gel has a higher storage
modulus than would be expected by simply comparing to the
data for gels formed from the individual components has been
used to assign gels as both self-sorted and intimately mixed.33,34
We have been investigating multicomponent hydrogels
formed using pH-responsive LMWG (example structures are
shown in Scheme 1).34−37 Here, the LMWG form selfassembled aggregates at high pH above the apparent pKa of the
terminal carboxylic acids; the structures can be spherical or
wormlike micelles.38−40 This is unsurprising, as they are
eﬀectively surfactants at this elevated pH.38,41 As the pH is
decreased, they start to assemble into ﬁbrous structures at the
© 2017 American Chemical Society

Figure 1. Cartoon showing the hypothetical assembly of two diﬀerent
LMWG. Either (or both) component may be assembled at high pH
(shown here the blue LMWG forms wormlike micelles). The other
component may be interacting or independent. On decreasing the pH,
there may be no interactions between LMWG (shown in (b)),
meaning two independent networks form (d). Alternatively, there may
be interactions between LMWG, leading to a coassembled network
(c). The real situation could be somewhere between these two ideal
cases.
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and cup measuring system was used. The gels were prepared as above
and loaded onto the rheometer after 24 h. All experiments were
performed at 25 °C. Strain sweeps were performed from 0.1% to
1000% at a frequency of 10 rad/s. The critical strain was quoted as the
point that the storage modulus (G′) starts to deviate from linearity.
Shear Viscosity. A cone and plate system with a 50 mm cone was
used to measure the viscosities of all high pH solutions. 2 mL of a
solution was transferred onto the plate for measurement by pouring.
The viscosity of each solution was recorded under the rotation shear
rate varying from 1 to 100 s−1. All the experiments were conducted at
25 °C.
Extensional Viscosity. A Capillary Breakup Extensional Rheometer
("CaBER") was used to probe the uniaxial extensional ﬂow and
comprises two circular stainless steel plattens with a diameter of 4 mm
with an initial separation of ∼2 mm. A small sample of each solution
was loaded between the plattens using a syringe (without a needle to
minimize the shear) to form a cylindrical sample. A rapid axial step
strain is imposed (∼50 ms) until a ﬁnal height (∼9 mm) is reached
and an unstable ﬁlament is formed. Subsequently, the sample ﬁlament
breaks up under the combined action of capillary and extensional
viscoelastic forces.50
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). A Hitachi S-4800 FE-SEM
operating at 2 keV was used to obtain the SEM images in deceleration
mode at a distance of 3 mm. Gel was deposited onto glass coverslips
which were ﬁxed onto aluminum SEM stubs with carbon tabs and left
to dry for 24 h. The samples were prepared by removing a small
amount of the gel using a spatula, placing them on a coverslip, and
allowing to air-dry. No metal was sputtered on to the sample before
analysis; to minimize charging issues, deceleration mode was used.
Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS). The solutions were
prepared as described above, but with the H2O and NaOH replaced
with D2O and NaOD, respectively. The gels were prepared in UV
spectrophotometer grade quartz cuvettes (Hellma) with a 2 mm path
length. These were housed in a temperature-controlled sample rack
during the measurements. SANS measurements were performed using
the D11 instrument (Institut Laue Langevin, Grenoble, France). A
neutron beam, with a ﬁxed wavelength of 10 Å and divergence of Δλ/λ
= 9%, allowed measurements over a large range in Q [Q = 4π sin(θ/
2)/λ] range of 0.001−0.3 Å−1, by using three sample−detector
distances of 1.2, 8, and 39 m.
The data were reduced to 1D scattering curves of intensity vs Q
using the facility provided software. The electronic background was
subtracted, the full detector images for all data were normalized, and
scattering from the empty cell was subtracted. The scattering from
D2O was also measured and subtracted from the data. Most of the data
were radially averaged to produce the 1D curves for each detector
position. However, a number of the solutions at high pH which were
rich in 2NapFF exhibited shear alignment on being pipetted into the
cells. Hence, the data for these were split into sectors. The instrumentindependent data were then ﬁtted to the models discussed in the text
using the SasView software package.51
NMR. NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance II 400
MHz (1H) wide-bore spectrometer. The temperature was maintained
at 25 ± 0.5 °C, the deviation in the temperature being less than 0.1 °C.
All NMR samples were prepared in 100% H2O with NaOH. 10 mg/
mL solutions of both gelators at pH 11 were prepared as described
above. The following compounds were then included to act as in situ
pH indicators: sodium glycinate (0.5 mM), disodium methylphosphonate (0.5 mM), sodium acetate (0.5 mM), sodium formate (1 mM),
and sodium methanesulfonate (0.2 mM). To prepare a gel, 700 mL of
solution was transferred to a preweighed quantity of GdL in a 14 mL
vial. After gentle swirling to dissolve the GdL, the sample was
transferred to a 5 mm NMR tube for analysis. The time shown on
Figure 5 is the total time elapsed since the addition of GdL. In all
cases, the integrals, NOEs, and STDs of the samples at high pH were
recorded on the same solutions used to form the gels, shortly before
the addition of GdL.
The NOE spectra of Figure 4 were acquired using a double-echo
WATERGATE sequence of Liu et al.52 (Bruker library ZGGPW5).
The delay between successive hard pulses in the selective pulse train

Scheme 1. Chemical Structures of 2NapFF (left) and
2NapVG (right)

apparent pKa, which entangle and associate to form the gel
network. 42−44 We typically lower the pH slowly and
controllably using the hydrolysis of gluono-δ-lactone (GdL)
to gluconic acid45 or the hydrolysis of an anhydride.46 These
methods have proven very eﬀective at allowing us to achieve
reproducible kinetics of pH change and gelation.
In a mixed system, there are multiple diﬀerent situations
conceptually possible depending on the absolute pH of the
system and the relative apparent pKa of the diﬀerent LMWG
(Figure 1). First, the self-assembled structures at high pH may
not be aﬀected by each other. Second, there may be mixing and
perhaps even new structures formed at high pH. Where the pH
is decreased, assuming two independent pKa are maintained,
the LMWG with the highest pKa will start to assemble into
ﬁbers ﬁrst; in doing so, it will now be assembling in the
presence of the second LMWG which will still have surfactantlike properties (we have previously shown that this type of
LMWG can act as a surfactant38,41). This may fundamentally
change how the ﬁrst LMWG assembles, either co-operatively or
disruptively.47 After the ﬁrst LMWG has assembled, the second
LMWG will begin to form ﬁbers. Here, there is already a ﬁber
network present from the ﬁrst LMWG, so this may template
the second LMWG, or may simply use up some of the possible
space.
There is a further complication depending on the relative
amounts of each LMWG in the system. It is most common to
mix equal masses of each LWMG, but of course this does not
have to be the case. The apparent pKa of each component can
be concentration dependent,48 as can the micellar species at
high pH.38 Hence, this variable opens another complication to
the system.
In this paper, we investigate the eﬀect of relative
concentration in a mixture of two LMWG. We concentrate
on determining whether coassembly or self-sorting is occurring
and on whether the structures formed at high pH are important
in determining the gel network formed at low pH.

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials. The 2NapFF and 2NapVG were synthesized as
previously described.48,49 Deionized water was used throughout unless
speciﬁed otherwise. Stock solutions were prepared by suspending the
2NapFF or 2NapVG in deionized water and then adding 1 mol equiv
of a 0.1 M NaOH solution. The gelator dissolved in the aqueous phase
over time with stirring; the 2NapFF typically takes overnight to fully
dissolve. The pH of the solutions was measured at this point. To
prepare the mixtures, known aliquots from the stock solutions of
2NapFF and 2NapVG were added to one another. The pH was
checked again. To form the gels, a 2 mL aliquot of each solution was
added to 20 mg of glucono-δ-lactone. The solution was then placed in
a 7 mL volume Sterilin cup. This was swirled gently to allow the GdL
to dissolve and then allowed to stand for 24 h before measurements.
Rheological measurements were carried out directly in the sample
tubes.
Methods. Rheology. Dynamic rheological measurements were
performed using an Anton Paar Physica MCR101 rheometer. A vane
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was set at 250 μs corresponding to a 4000 Hz separation between the
null points. Selective saturation of the methyl protons of valine was
accomplished using a train of 157 Gaussian pulses during the
relaxation delay (8.1 s), each 50 ms in duration with a peak power of
23 Hz, with a separation between the pulses of 1 ms. The signal
acquisition time was set at 2 s. The oﬀ-resonance spectra were
obtained with saturation applied at −250 ppm. Eight scans were
acquired with on and oﬀ resonance saturation in an alternating
manner. 1H NMR spectra (Figure 5) were acquired using the same
sequence but with a relaxation delay of 5.1 s and 98 Gaussian pulses
with peak powers of 380 Hz. 1H NMR integrals were calculated from
the oﬀ-resonance spectra and normalized to their values at high pH
prior to the addition of GdL. The absolute integrals are plotted and are
thus aﬀected to ≤±3% by the slight retuning of the probe after the
addition of GdL. When methanesulfonate was used as a reference for
integration, the integrals followed the same proﬁles but were much
noisier owing to the low concentration of the additive (data not
shown). The application of saturation at −250 ppm does not
signiﬁcantly aﬀect the gelator integrals;53 identical integrals are
measured with oﬀ-resonance saturation powers of 23 and 380 Hz
(data not shown). On resonance presaturation was applied at −5 ppm.
The saturation-transfer diﬀerence spectra, thus calculated, demonstrate
a strong interaction or exchange of the NMR-visible 2NapFF with the
assembled structures at high pH (Figure S13). The pH was calculated
from the chemical shifts of the indicator compounds following our
published method.54

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our previous work, we have found it very diﬃcult to ascertain
whether the solutions at high pH contain self-sorted or mixed
micellar systems. To allow us to probe the system in a number
of ways, here we have chosen two speciﬁc LMWG from our
extended library. 2NapFF (Scheme 1) forms wormlike micelles
at high pH,38 whereas 2NapVG (Scheme 1) does not.49 We
hypothesized that this would allow us to easily probe the eﬀect
of mixing at high pH, where on the basis of previous work the
viscosity and small-angle neutron scattering data are expected
to be dominated by the 2NapFF.
At a concentration of 10 mg/mL and a pH of between 10
and 12, 2NapFF forms a slightly turbid viscous solution.38
2NapVG forms a transparent nonviscous solution at this pH
and concentration.49 This pH range is signiﬁcantly above the
apparent pKa of both the 2NapFF and 2NapVG (6.0 and 5.0,
respectively,48,49 at a concentration of 5 mg/mL). We mixed
aliquots of these solutions to provide a series of solutions with a
number of diﬀerent ratios of 2NapFF to 2NapVG. Here, it is
important that both solutions are at the same pH; additionally,
we note that for all of the following the absolute pH value is
very important, with diﬀerences in absolute viscosity being
observed depending on the pH. Hence, for all of the data
provided below for viscosities and rheological data, a single
batch of each stock solution was used to generate the mixtures.
The qualitative trends are the same for diﬀerent pH between 10
and 12, but the absolute values diﬀer.
Mixing solutions of 2NapFF and 2NapVG such that the total
concentration of LMWG was always 10 mg/mL gave
translucent solutions at pH 11.0 ± 0.2 (N.B.: for some of the
data below, D2O was used instead of H2O; pH diﬀers from pD,
and hence the samples in D2O were adjusted such that the pH
was the same for all samples55,56). As noted above, the pure
2NapFF solution was visibly viscous. The viscosity of the
solution decreased approximately linearly as the solution was
diluted with 2NapVG (Figure 2a). This implies that the
solutions are self-sorted, with the wormlike micelles present in
the 2NapFF solution leading to the increased viscosity were

Figure 2. (a) Plot of viscosity of the solutions at high pH at diﬀerent
ratios of 2NapFF to 2NapVG (open symbols, right axis) and the
storage modulus of the gels formed from these solutions at low pH
(full symbols, left axis). (b) Photographs of the gels formed at the
diﬀerent ratios; the number under each vial represents the percentage
of 2NapFF in the mixture. (c) Diameter−time data from CaBER
experiments including exponential ﬁts to obtain estimates of relaxation
time λ; from left to right, data are shown for a sample at 100%
2NapFF, 70% 2NapFF, and 30% 2NapFF. The black data are for fresh
samples, with the ﬁt shown as a black line. The red data are for
samples that have been sheared through a pipet tip, with the red line
being the ﬁt to the data. The horizontal dashed line highlights the
resolution of the laser micrometer.

simply being diluted on addition of the 2NapVG. A
complication here is shear history. Samples that had been
previously sheared and allowed to stand before further use
showed signiﬁcant increases in viscosity and also exhibited a
marked “stringiness” consistent with an increased extensional
viscosity (see Figure S1, Supporting Information). Hence,
solutions for which the viscosity was measured became more
viscous with time. A number of studies ruled out that this eﬀect
was due to time and the shear applied by the rheometer for the
viscosity measurements (up to 102 s−1, as well as measurements
at constant shear rate over extended periods of time). This
increase in viscosity seems to arise from the very high shear
rates applied when the samples are unloaded from the
rheometer using a pipet (∼103−106 s−1). To quantify the
eﬀects of shear history on the extensional viscosity of the
solutions, experiments where performed using a capillary
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Figure 3. (a) SANS proﬁles for solutions at 100% 2NapFF (red), 70% 2NapFF (green), 50% 2NapFF (blue), and 0% 2NapFF (black). The ﬁts to a
hollow cylinder model combined with a power law are shown as black lines, and for the 0% 2NapFF only, the ﬁt to a power law alone is shown as a
red line. (b) Overlay of the SANS proﬁles for a solution of 2NapFF diluted 1:1 with 2NapVG (black data) or 1:1 with D2O (red data). (c) Overlay
of the SANS proﬁles for a solution of 2NapFF diluted 3:7 with 2NapVG (black data) or 3:7 with D2O (red data). (d) Plot of scattering intensity at Q
= 0.1267 Å−1 for solutions containing diﬀerent ratios of 2NapFF and 2NapVG. For all of these data, the solutions were prepared in D2O, with a pD
of 11.4 ± 0.2.

breakup extensional rheometer (“CaBER”)50 supplied by
Haake Thermo Scientiﬁc. The diameter of the ﬁlament (D)
is observed as a function of time (t) using the equipment’s laser
micrometer (resolution ∼10 μm). Although the ﬁlament
diameter data can be postprocessed into an (apparent)
extensional viscosity, the standard method to quantify extensional eﬀects50,57 is via an exponential ﬁt to the ﬁlament
diameter as a function of time in the elastocapillary regime to
determine a characteristic relaxation time, λ (more correctly a
characteristic time for extensional stress growth). Representative plots are shown in Figure 2c, where the eﬀect of shear
history can be seen to dramatically increase this characteristic
time λ. Because of this interesting behavior, all of the following
data were collected for fresh samples that had not been exposed
to any additional shear history beyond that needed to freshly
prepare the samples. Additionally, the uncertainties calculated
for the viscosity data shown in Figure 2 were calculated from
multiple fresh samples.
Solutions containing diﬀerent ratios of 2NapFF and 2NapVG
were then gelled. To do this, we used GdL, which hydrolyses
slowly and reproducibly to gluconic acid.45 For all ratios, we
used a ﬁxed amount of GdL (10 mg/mL). With this amount of
GdL, all of the ratios formed self-supporting hydrogels
overnight (Figure 2b) with the pH of all the gels at this
point being 3.7 ± 0.1. Interestingly, despite the near linear
trend at high pH of a decreasing viscosity with increasing
content of 2NapVG, the storage modulus (G′) for the ﬁnal gels
is very nonlinear (Figure 2a). Tan δ (G″/G′) was between 0.17
and 0.20 for all gels from 100% to 20% 2NapFF, rising to 0.24

at 10% 2NapFF and 0.31 for the 0% 2NapFF gel. Strain sweeps
are shown in Figures S2 and S3.
The small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) data for the gels
can be best ﬁt to a combination of a ﬂexible elliptical cylinder,
in combination with an absolute power law to ﬁt the low Q
region; the low Q region is sensitive to the fractal scattering
from the network structure (Figures S4 and S5). Fits to the
cylinder or ﬂexible cylinder models were signiﬁcantly less good
than the elliptical model. To ﬁt the data, the Kuhn length was
ﬁxed to a number of values, and the ﬁt was optimized based on
the residuals. The best ﬁt for the 100% 2NapFF gel was found
with a radius of 3.55 ± 0.05 nm, an axis ratio of 2.58 ± 0.04, a
Kuhn length of 20.50 ± 1.03 nm, and a length of 83.27 ± 4.24
nm. A power law of 2.58 ± 0.04 was also needed. On dilution
of the 2NapFF with 2NapVG, the same model could be used
successfully across the series of gels at low pH, with only minor
changes in all parameters. This included the gel for the
2NapVG alone (i.e., 0% 2NapFF), which was found to best ﬁt
to the same model, with a radius of 4.27 ± 0.11 nm, an axis
ratio of 2.57 ± 0.21, a Kuhn length of 29.19 ± 7.34 nm, and a
length of 159.43 ± 2.18 nm. A power-law exponent of 2.21 ±
0.03 was also needed. Hence, the SANS data imply that all
networks are very similar. SEM images of the dried gels also
show similar networks in all cases (Figure S6). There is a
gradual increase in ﬁber diameter as the percentage of 2NapVG
is increased in the mixture, with the average diameters being
22.5 nm for 100% 2NapFF, 23.5 nm for 70% 2NapFF, 26.6 nm
for 50% 2NapFF, 39.2 nm for 30% 2NapFF, and 40.0 nm for
0% 2NapFF (Figure S7). These values are all higher than the
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Figure 4. (a) 1H NOE diﬀerence spectra of 2NapVG acquired at diﬀerent percentages of 2NapFF. The methyl protons (square) were selectively
excited and the NOE to the CH protons (triangle) monitored. The spectra have been scaled according to the amount of 2NapVG in the samples. (b)
Partial 1H NMR spectra of 2NapVG at the proportion of 2NapFF indicated. The total concentration of LMWG was 10 mg/mL in all cases. Spectra
recorded in the absence of 2NapFF, but at the same concentration of 2NapVG, are shown as dashed lines. A clear upﬁeld shift of the aromatic
protons of the 2NapVG is apparent when 2NapFF is included.

comparison between solutions of 2NapFF diluted with
solutions of 2NapVG and those diluted with D2O (for SANS
experiments, it is necessary to replace the H2O solvent with
D2O). Here, at high ratios of the 2NapFF, the scattering is very
similar in intensity between the two methods of dilution
(Figure 3b). However, for the low ratios of 2NapFF, there are
signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the dilution methods (Figure
3c). On diluting 2NapFF with D2O, the scattering is
signiﬁcantly decreased, especially at high Q. This is similar to
what we showed previously for diluted solutions of 2NapFF.38
However, on dilution with the 2NapVG, the scattering was
signiﬁcantly higher as compared to the dilution with D2O and
still showed the characteristic scattering of the hollow cylinders
(Figure 3c). All of these data strongly imply that the solutions
are not self-sorted at high pH, but rather the assembly is
directed by even relatively low amounts of the 2NapFF.
Finally, further evidence for interaction at high pH comes
from NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4). In the absence of 2NapFF,
selective excitation of the methyl protons of the valine residue
enhances the signal of the neighboring CH protons (Figure 4a).
Such a positive NOE is indicative of fast molecular motions,
indicating minimal aggregation of the gelators. As the
proportion of 2NapFF is raised, the size of the enhancement
diminishes and becomes slightly negative, indicating a
signiﬁcant decrease in the molecular mobility of the 2NapVG
due to interaction with the 2NapFF.60 Furthermore, the
chemical shifts of the aromatic protons of 2NapVG are shifted
upﬁeld by the presence of the 2NapFF, consistent with an
increased level of aggregation (Figure 4b).61
We interpret these data as there being a signiﬁcant
proportion of the 2NapVG that is exchanging in solution
with the assembled structures of the 2NapFF. Since the
2NapVG is detectable by NMR (and indeed the concentration
detected scales with the expected amount in the mixture
(Figure S10)), the 2NapVG must be exchanging with the
assembled structure at a faster rate than the 2NapFF molecules.
Hence, these data suggest that both molecules are present in
the same aggregates at high pH. The aromatic 1H chemical
shifts of the 2NapVG are moved upﬁeld in the presence of
2NapFF (Figure 4b). The shifts of the amino acid side chains
are much less aﬀected. On the basis of the work of Orﬁ et al.,62
we therefore infer that the hydrophobic naphthalene group
penetrates the structures formed by the 2NapFF while the

diameters measured by the SANS, which implies either that the
structures imaged by SEM are aggregates of primary structures
detected by SANS or that there are signiﬁcant drying artifacts.
There is no apparent bimodal distribution of ﬁbers, as has been
observed in some cases for self-sorting,11,35 implying that pure
self-sorting is not occurring here. Since the diameters for the
30% 2NapFF and the 0% 2NapFF are very similar even though
the gels have signiﬁcantly diﬀerent rheological properties at
these two compositions, we conclude that the diﬀerences in
rheological data seen in Figure 2 cannot be explained simply in
terms of diﬀerent types of ﬁbers forming the networks.
To explain the nonlinear rheology at low pH arising from
solutions with approximately linear trends in viscosity, we
examined the solutions at high pH in more detail. The increase
in extensional viscosity on shearing even at very low
concentrations of 2NapFF in the mixture (see above) implies
that the 2NapVG is involved in the self-assembled structures,
since it is diﬃcult to imagine how such high viscosities can be
achieved at the low concentrations of 2NapFF. To probe this,
we turned again to SANS. We have previously shown that the
SANS data for solutions of 2NapFF at high pH can be ﬁtted to
a hollow cylinder model, again combined with a power law
component to ﬁt the low Q region.38 The scattering data from
all of the solutions of 2NapFF and 2NapVG at high pH were
found to ﬁt well to this model, apart from the data for pure
2NapVG (Figure 3a and Figures S8 and S9). The pure
2NapVG exhibited very low scattering at high pH, and the data
could be ﬁtted well to a power law alone. From the ﬁts to the
data from the other solutions, it can be seen that the internal
and external radii of the hollow cylinder do not vary much
across the dilution series. For pure 2NapFF, the core radius
determined from the ﬁt is 1.50 ± 0.11 nm and the external
radius is 4.06 ± 0.10 nm, in close agreement with our previous
data.38 At 70%, 50%, and 30% 2NapFF, the core radii are 1.66
± 0.18, 1.58 ± 0.22, and 1.57 ± 0.3 nm, respectively, and the
external radii 3.79 ± 0.13, 3.86 ± 0.15, and 3.90 ± 0.22 nm,
respectively. Further, from the scattering intensities, it is clear
that there is not a linear decrease in intensity across the dilution
series (Figure 3d).
This again implies that the two LMWG are not completely
self-sorted at high pH, and potentially the structures formed are
directed by the 2NapFF in a “sergeants and soldiers”
manner.58,59 Further evidence for this comes from a direct
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negatively charged peptide motif of the 2NapVG remains in
contact with the external solution. The 2NapVG is thus
behaving as a surfactant. However, on drying it is clear that
exchange must be occurring, as the dried solutions show both
wormlike micelles (expected from the 2NapFF) and ill-deﬁned
aggregates (expected from 2NapVG on the basis of other
work). Example SEM images are shown in Figure S11.
Having determined that there is mixing at high pH, the next
question arising is whether self-sorting occurs when the pH is
decreased. It is conceptually possible that the aggregates at high
pH might template assembly such that a mixed ﬁber system is
formed. Alternatively, the two components could reorder such
that self-sorted ﬁbers are formed (Figure 1). For previous
mixtures of related LMWG, we have exploited the hydrolysis of
GdL to gluconic acid to provide a controlled, reproducible slow
change in pH to allow a combination of pH measurements,
NMR integration, and rheological data to be collected over
time to probe for self-sorting on gelation.34,36,37 Others have
now also used this approach.17,63−65
For the systems here, we have followed the gelation using 1H
NMR spectroscopy. Here, we measure the sample over time; as
the gelators assemble, the signals attenuate and the signal
intensity decreases. Hence, it is possible to judge whether selfsorting has occurred from whether one gelator disappears from
the NMR spectra at a diﬀerent time to the second. In some
cases, it is possible to observe two distinct plateaus in the pH
data if the pKa of the two gelators is suﬃciently diﬀerent.35,36 In
the current work, we have also exploited a method developed in
house to measure the pH in situ in the NMR tube.53
Here, for the mixtures, a diﬃculty is that the signal intensity
for the 2NapFF is low even at high pH, when less than 20% is
detectable by NMR at 10 mg/mL concentration.38 We have
described this before;38 we interpret this as the 2NapFF
forming persistent wormlike micelles that mean that the gelator
is spending most of the time at high pH as part of a selfassembled structure. Strong saturation-transfer-diﬀerence
(STD) eﬀects are apparent to the NMR-visible 2NapFF as it
interacts/exchanges with these structures (Figure S12). As
such, it is not possible to monitor eﬀectively the assembly of the
2NapFF by NMR. The 2NapVG, however, is detectable across
the concentration series, which implies that at high pH the
gelators are essentially unassembled (Figure S10). No
signiﬁcant STD eﬀects are observed to the 2NapVG at high
pH, indicating a minimal degree of aggregation compared to
the 2NapFF.
For 2NapVG alone, the pH and NMR data are as expected
(Figure 5d). The pH drops to a plateau at the expected pKa of
the gelator (5.0). The shape of the pH data is similar to that
shown elsewhere for samples where the pH is changed using
GdL;42,66 the pH drops to a value slightly below the apparent
pKa, before increasing to the pKa value, and then buﬀers before
decreasing again. At this pH drop and increase, the signal
intensity of the 2NapVG starts to drop and completely
attenuates over several hours. For 2NapFF alone, the pH falls
to around the expected pKa of the compound and then exhibits
a smooth decrease. There is no rise in the pH followed by a
plateau as the structures are already assembled (Figure S13).
No 2NapFF is detectable by NMR following the addition of
GdL.
For the mixtures, the situation is more complicated than
would be expected from our previous reports on self-sorted
two-component gelators.34,37 This in itself implies that the
situation is more complicated than simple self-sorting. In the

Figure 5. Plots of change in pH (black data) and normalized intensity
of the NMR integrals of the valine peaks of 2NapVG (blue data) with
time after addition of GdL to solutions of (a) 70% 2NapFF, (b) 50%
2NapFF, (c) 30% 2NapFF, and (d) 0% 2NapFF.

absence of 2NapFF, the assembly of 2NapVG occurs at a
progressively lower pH as the concentration of gelator is
decreased (Figure S14). As discussed elsewhere, the apparent
pKa of a gelator is determined by its degree of aggregation and
thus its concentration.17,48,54 By analysis of the pH proﬁles and
2NapVG signal intensities, it is readily apparent that the
assembly of the 2NapVG is strongly inﬂuenced by the presence
of the 2NapFF. At 30% 2NapFF, the pH drop does not have a
distinct increase at the apparent pKa of the 2NapVG (4.7 at 7
mg/mL 2NapVG). However, there is an inﬂection point at this
pH value. The decrease in the signal intensity of the 2NapVG
occurs signiﬁcantly before the pH reaches the expected pKa,
although the rate of the decrease in signal increases after this
pH. At 50% 2NapFF, the pH decrease has no obvious inﬂection
points at the apparent pKa of 4.5. The intensity of the 2NapVG
integral again decreases at a pH far higher than the apparent
pKa of the 2NapVG. Only approximately 20% of the 2NapVG
is detectable by NMR at its pKa. At 70% 2NapFF, the pH data
again show no inﬂection. In the absence of 2NapFF, 2NapVG
at 3 mg/mL concentration remains unassembled, even when
the pH has fallen to 4.2 (Figure S13).
These data strongly suggest a coassembly of the two gelators,
at least at certain relative concentrations. At 50% and 30%
2NapFF, there is a fraction of the 2NapVG that seems to
behave as expected in terms of the rate of signal decrease with
pH. However, a signiﬁcant fraction of the 2NapVG signal
intensity decreases before the expected pKa, implying that it is
coassembling with the 2NapFF.
Hence, we interpret the nonlinear rheological data as being
due to a spectrum of behavior across the series of mixtures. The
2NapVG is exchanging in solution with aggregates determined
by the 2NapFF in a “sergeants and soldiers” manner. Because of
the fast exchange, however, only a proportion of the 2NapVG is
incorporated in the gel ﬁbers formed by 2NapFF as the pH
drops. The remainder of the 2NapVG will presumably be able
to act as a surfactant as the gelling is occurring, potentially
modifying the ﬁber network that is growing (again, we have
previously shown that this type of LMWG can act as a
surfactant38,41). We stress here that this does not have to be a
modiﬁcation of the ﬁbers themselves; rather, it could be that
the 2NapVG modiﬁes the tendency of the 2NapFF ﬁbers to
entangle and cross-link. This would then aﬀect the rheological
data of the gel, without requiring a signiﬁcant change in the
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morphology of the ﬁbers. After the 2NapFF has gelled, the
remainder of the 2NapVG will form ﬁbers, contributing to the
rheological data. Schematically, we illustrate this in Figure 6.

where both gelators form nonpersistent micelles at high pH.
We note again that there are very limited data on mixed
gelators and self-sorting or mixing, and in some cases, the type
of assembly seems to be assumed as opposed to proven.9 In this
paper, we have shown that simple assumptions as to whether or
not coassembly or self-sorting are occurring in a system may
not always hold and that simply mixing at one speciﬁc ratio is
insuﬃcient to truly understand these systems.
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Figure 6. Cartoon showing the assembly of a mixture of 2NapFF
(blue) and 2NapVG (red). Partial coassembly occurs as the pH drops,
but the fast exchange of the 2NapVG from the micellar aggregates
results in a fraction of the 2NapVG not being incorporated; this
assembles alone as the pH drops further.
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Hence, the gel’s mechanical properties will be very sensitive to
the absolute ratio of the 2NapFF and 2NapVG, as well as to the
kinetics of gelation, which will presumably determine how
much 2NapVG is incorporated into the ﬁbers that are being
directed by the 2NapFF.
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CONCLUSIONS
Two-component supramolecular gels are extremely complex.
There is ever increasing interest in these multicomponent
systems, but there are few studies showing how the assembly is
aﬀected by the relative ratios of the components. It is clear from
our data here that kinetics is an extremely important factor. For
these pH-triggered gelators, there are nonlinear eﬀects in terms
of the rheological data. Conceptually, the two components can
intermix or remain independent at high pH and then
coassemble or self-sort as the pH is decreased. Here, we have
shown that the situation for a mixture of 2NapFF and 2NapVG
is more complex than these simple either/or cases. At high pH,
intermixing is occurring, at least to some degree. As the pH is
decreased, there is a partial coassembly of the two gelling
components. From the NMR data, there are clearly two stages
by which the 2NapVG assembles in the mixtures. The ﬁrst
stage is above the expected pKa of the 2NapVG. The fraction
that assembles above this expected pKa depends on the mixture
ratio. We assign this stage to coassembly of both LMWG. At
later times, the pH drops to the pKa of the 2NapVG, and there
is a diﬀerent rate of assembly. Hence, we assign these as a
coassembly stage and a stage where the 2NapVG assembles
alone. When assembling alone, it is possible that the 2NapVG is
forming an independent network, or it could be that it is
assembling on the preformed mixed network. As a result of this
complicated situation, the rheological data for the gels formed
at diﬀerent ratios of the two gelators are nonlinear, despite the
ﬁbers forming the networks being similar in all cases.
We have shown previously for this family of gelator that selfsorting can be controlled by the diﬀerences in pKa for a number
of examples.34,36,37 However, we have previously found one
example where coassembly occurred despite a diﬀerence in pKa
of around one unit; this example involved two structurally
similar gelators, which only diﬀered by the terminal amino
acid.34 As such, it is clear that a diﬀerence in pKa is not a
suﬃcient driving force for self-sorting. While the current two
gelators are not as structurally related as our coassembling
example, we also note that the system presented here involves
one LMWG that forms persistent wormlike micelles. It may be
that the type of micelle formed at high pH is important as our
previous examples of eﬀective self-sorting have been for systems
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